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Dirty Affliction (Book 3) Formerly The Blyss Trilogy! Blyss is part of a carefully orchestrated,

organized game, and isÂ driven byÂ much bigger andÂ darker forces.Â A very complex

andÂ original plot!Â Â  Â  Â TwoÂ sexy,Â ruthlessÂ men...and one innocent femaleÂ caught in the

middle.Â  Â  Â  Â  Â  Â  Sexual tension, dangerÂ andÂ intrigueÂ will keep you on your toes!Hey

readers, If youâ€™d love to Get Deleted Scenes, Giveaways, and Specials...Visit me

here:Â JCCLIFF.com Learning how to survive in her new world, Julianna has no choice but to play

"The game of Life." Except it's Nick's game, and his rules apply. Captivity, drugs, and submission

are the cards that are dealt, and it's a losing game. Biding her time as she waits for her rescuers, it's

far from smooth sailing, because all too quickly the rules abruptly change as Nick takes matters into

his own hands... As the drama unfolds, and hesitating to interfere, Travis has everything to lose

should he decide to step in, including his life. It's opposition at its finest - freedom versus control as

Nick and Julianna face the ultimate battle of wills. While Travis has the uncanny ability to manipulate

her with a single touch, Nick struggles to conquer her body, mind, and soul. It's every man for

themselves as each have their own secret agenda, including Julianna, whose plan is simple:

survive. DIRTY AFFLICTION (BOOK 3) (formerly -The Blyss Trilogy) A New Adult Erotic Romantic

SuspenseThis contemporary, erotic captive romance book is full of action & adventure, mystery &

suspense. This is an edgy, erotic thriller that will have you hanging on to the edges of your Kindle

eBook.Books must be read in orderÂ â€¨RENAMED TO:Â  Dirty Affliction Books 1,2,3Blyss: DIRTY

AFFLICTION (BOOK 1)Blyssful Lies: DIRTY AFFLICTION (BOOK 2)Blyssfully Undone: DIRTY

AFFLICTION (BOOK 3)Warning:Women's Fiction. **Mature Audiences Only** This book is intended

for adults of mature audiences only (18+). This book contains themes which could be considered

dark.
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Wow!!! This series was breath taking... I couldn't put it down from the beginning of the 1st book... I

went through a full box of kleenex.. it sheds a whole new light on dark romance... you can feel the

characters so well... I've definitely become a new fan and look forward to reading a lot more from JC

Cliff...

This book had a little more eye rolling factor in it. I just felt like sometimes the characters were too

over the top. The conclusion was good. But some of the conversations between the characters were

awkward.

Tragic events can leave a huge scar in your life and with it can come deep depression and suicidal

thoughts maybe even action. Through time and treatment scars can heal and life changes. This

story started out sad, crazy, and maddening. It tells you of a story of a sick crazy sex trafficker

stalker. He falls in love with a girl that is 16 years old but waits until she is 21 before he decides to

take her from her life. He drugs her and has another man train her to be a perfect submissive. That

other man also sees her and falls deeply in love with her too. Abuse, drugs and mind games and

being on the run and you have a story but seriously I had to do a lot of skimming to get through this

trilogy. Near the end of the book where her mind went blank was understandable but how Travis

made her come back without professional help not believable. Don't judge a book by its cover like

me. Storyline: 3 Heat 3.5 Overall: 3 (same story but an HEA) Recommend: Maybe (at least all 3

books are out)

The Blyss trilogy is an exceptionally written story with twists & turns & villains & heroes that at times

your not sure who the hero is. But one thing is for sure there is a lot of love, hate & hurt to go

around. I've read the Blyss trilogy & Quinn can't wait for the story behind StrikerðŸ’—



This third and final book was a great ending to this series. I cheered for Travis and scratched my

head at Nick. Both loved Jules in their own way. I liked the wrap up and the ending didn't seem

rushed like some other books. The author tied up loose ends with a nice bow! I would highly

recommend this series!

This was such an awesome, different, amazing series and I am sad to see it come to an end, but

holy crap what an ending!!J.C. did an amazing job on this series. This series, story-line was different

from anything I had every read and pulled me in from the very beginning. I couldn't wait to see

where the author took this story in the end. The characters pulled at my heart strings, even Nick a

time or two."This must be what it feels like when love and hate collide, and then intertwine, creating

mass confusion and mixed-up feelings. I feel so discombobulated over my unsorted feelings."When

we left off in the last book Travis and Jules had been found ... in this book we pick up right where

the last one left off. The chase has began, poor Jules turns into a captive ping pong ball bouncing

back and forth. Her world crashes comes to a screeching halt when she finally makes it back to her

father and she is bombarded with truths that break her spirit.â€œI bet you didnâ€™t know you can

have happiness amidst the sorrow. You know why? Because you still have hope.â€•â€œNo. No, I

donâ€™t,â€• I argue, my voice coming out raspy.â€œYes, you do. As long as you have God, and

hopefully me, by your side, youâ€™ll have hope.â€•Will Jules world ever be right again??This trilogy

took us on an amazing journey, one that made me feel so many different emotions, one that dealt

with taboo subjects like sex trafficking, made me feel bad for the bad guy a little, and left me wanting

more!! Great job JC Cliff, I can't wait to see what you come up with next!!

4.5 **** Finally all secrets come out, even those you had no idea existed. If you've read the first two,

you need to finish the journey. As in the previous I really liked Julianna and her refusal to give up.

Will she be able to continue being strong once she uncovers the truth? And Travis, oh I loved him

since book one and that does not change in this one. I liked seeing him with his friends and even

caught myself laughing a time or two. His devotion to Jules really shines through. I would like a book

either about Stryker, "Rambo", or even Nick. I want to see what happens with these characters in

the future.

THis is book #3 in JC Cliff's trilogy and by far I think it was the best!!! Each book built beautifully on

the preceding one to create a terrific spell-binding story arc. There is humor, passion, binding



friendships and a twisting plot that keeps you turning page after page til the end. I would love to

hang out with Travis's buddies on a regular basis!!! The only thing I didn't like was the epilogue. I felt

it detracted from what I found to be a classy, different series.. it was just typical of these Genres. I

feel JC CLiff is a new, exciting author and found it disappointing she choose to end her book with a

typical gratuitous drawn out sex scene and then the 5 year old shows up. That being said...it is a

great book nonetheless and I look forward to her next endeavor.. JC CLiff is an amazing author..

unique story line and well written.. keep it coming..
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